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around the depot....
The "S" bend in the middle of the highway extension was relaid to ease the original sharp curves during
September. This has resulted in a smoother ride for our
passengers and less wear and tear on our car wheels. The
new alignment was brought into use on 24th September.
Overhead Supervisor Mike Giddey had the overhead wire repositioned as soon as the new track could take the weight
of 99u, our overhead line car.
The remaining spares from Randwick Workshops were
delivered on 21st September. This final load consisted of
two 27" wheel and axle sets, two 33" wheel and axle sets
with the tyres cut through, ten 33" tyres and four compressors.
Russell Willis fitted a new handle of unusual (1)
design to our mealroom refrigerator while we were in Brisbane. What: You didn't know we had a 'fridge? Where have
you been for the last twelve months? It was donated to the
Museum in December, 1966 by one of Ken McCarthy's friends
and transported to Loftus by Brian Muston who also provided
a new door seal. Bob Cowing supplied a secondhand replacement thermostat and the unit has been cooling away merrily
ever since.
Three weekends of solid toil in October saw the
completion of many jobs which had been put off due to lack
of workers. All sleepers in the depot area have been stacked (about 5 0 0 ) , grass mown (two sets of blades on the Victa),
a white ant nest cleared out, reclaimed point covers stacked,
while Peter Macdonald and Brian Muston carted load after
load of rubbish to the dump in their utilities. It is even
possible to walk down the depot aisles without tripping over'.
Dick Clarke splashed some much needed paint around the substation while Norm Chinn repainted the interior of the toilets. Even the nightcart blokes commented on this last improvement 1
We have installed a bubbler on our tramway platform next to the waiting shed and it was in use on 19th
November. It is of classic and familiar design and has been
painted to match the waiting shed and lamp standard.
BACK PAGE: With the Pacific Ocean in the background, coupled L/P cars 163 and 1^*9 depart from the balloon loop at
Parnell Place, Newcastle bound for Waratah in February, 1950.
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COVER PHOTO: Brisbane centre aisle car 136 runs up Queen
Street to pick up its passengers after the lunch break on
Sunday, 1st October. A report on our Brisbane activities
appears on page 7.
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